
PARALLEL CLAMP FRAMING KIT (2 -
24 X 40)
70411

The power of JET® to perform with exact precision and support has never been
easier. The new JET Parallel Clamp is exclusively designed to clamp up to 1,000 lbs

of pressure and hold the most elite woodworking projects. The multi-faceted

composition of the new JET Parallel Clamp includes the Precision-Rule™
Measurement System for precise, consistent set ups. Put together our most popular

products and you’ve got a framing kit that you'll find indispensable in your shop.

Set includes: 2- 24" Parallel Clamps, 2- 40" Parallel Clamps, Framing Block Kit,

Bench Dog Set

Parallel Clamps exclusive design (patent pending) provides precision and power

with exact 90° clamping at up to 1000 lbs. pressure

Precision-Rule™ measurement system (patent pending) provides a consistent
setup and quick identification of opening capacity

Slide-Guide trigger (patent pending) makes precise adjustments rapidly and

easily

Ergonomic SUMOGRIP® handles integrated with soft grip for added comfort and
increased torque

Moveable rail stand/ end stop helps preset clamping capacity rapidly and

accurately

Non-marring composite resin jaw faces

Reversible clamping movable jaw can be reversed and used as a spreader

Acme threaded handle turns easily and applies continuous pressure

Cross Doc™ framing blocks can be used for gluing rectangular frames at four
points safely and securely

Four mounting holes guarantee a permanent setup

2" Bench Dogs can be used to maximize clamp stability anywhere and their

aluminum design makes them built for extended durability and stability

Lifetime Warranty

FEATURES

JET RED ASSURANCE LIFETIME WARRANTY

JET warrants every product it sells. If one of our tools needs service or repair, one of our Authorized Service Centers located throughout the United

States can give you quick service. In most cases, any of these JPW Industries Authorized Service Centers can authorize warranty repair, assist you

in obtaining parts, or perform routine maintenance and major repair on your JET tools. For the name of an Authorized Service Center in your area

call 1-800-274-6848.
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Style (Type) Parallel

Spread Capacity 31, 47

Throat Depth 4-1/8

Clamp Pressure (Lbs.) 1,000

SPECIFICATIONS


